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 hack// movie), Vinsmoke, and Joe and Pacifista, watching the Sabaody Archipelago Arc on the television in the room they are staying at. They see that one of the real-life battles in Sabaody is between a group of Ukon pirates and the Rulers of the East. In an attempt to help the pirates, the Straw Hats turn the real-life battle into a virtual one in the game. However, most of the pirates in the game die
when they get trapped in a secret room, just as in the real-life battle. A few minutes later, Riku and the others in the real world are sucked into the virtual world after the game's real-life storyline ends. This movie takes place a few days before the real-life battle in Sabaody, but is not shown in-canon. In fact, the movie, along with the movie that takes place after the Sabaody Archipelago Arc (which is
not shown in-canon), are the only movies in the.hack//Fate World series not shown in-canon. Contents While researching about the pirates on the island, the Straw Hats find out about an underground cave called the "Abyss" that is said to be where the strongest pirates went to. The place has a "soul stone" that, when activated by the player's power, can make someone's real-life persona appear in the
virtual world. The Straw Hats contact several of the strongest pirates in the game and request their help to fight the Rulers of the East, as they suspect the Abyss is the source of their power. After talking with the pirates, the Straw Hats go to the Abyss, but the Pirates are already there and ask them to fight as mercenaries. Riku refuses the offer and asks them to keep fighting on their own because he
wants to defeat the Rulers, but in the end, they work together in the Abyss and the pirates stop fighting. One of the Straw Hats (Tomoko) is trapped in a hidden room of the Abyss, but Luffy protects her. She quickly finds out about the power of the "Abyss Gem" and uses it on the gem's owner: Sarlong and the other pirates. However, with no energy left, they become weak and vulnerable. Luffy tries

to take the opportunity to attack them, but Sarlong attacks the Straw Hats instead. After a long battle, Sarlong is defeated and the real-life battle 82157476af
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